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SUMMARY 
Three areas in Missouri were: sampled to establish the relationship between 
site index of shon:leaf pine and tWO topographic and thtcc; soil f:oI({on;. The three 
areas were different geologically and this study attemptS to determine whether 
the same independent vuiables can be used with equal confidence in areas which 
conuin differences in soil type. A total of 309 plots W2S measured, being almost 
equally divided between the three areas which were: (1) Gnnite Hills, com-
prising St. Fnncois, Iron, and Madison Counties, (2) south-centnl MissolU"i, reo 
srriued to Oregon County, and (3) central Missouri, where the stands were 
measured in Dent County. 
The twO topogf1phic f:actors used lS independent variables were:: (1) Slope 
and aspect combined into a single variable and (2) slope position. 
The threo:: soil factors were: (1) Texture of the B horizon, (2) stone content 
of {he B horizon, and (3) consistence of the B horizon. 
The field melSurementS and observation of the independent variables v,ere 
evaluaro:! according to their effect on soil moisture availability, as (he central 
premise of rhe study is that soil moisture is a limiting f:actor in the growth of 
shortleaf pine in Missouri.The evaluation of the independent variables was ac-
complished in a rational and logical manner, adheting to the hypothesis that if 
soil moisture is limiting, it affects {he biologial processes of growth. 
The appropriate ratings for each independent variabk were applied to each 
plot measured in the field. These ratings were rhen subjected to a multiple re-
gression analysis by an IBM 6'0 high-speed computer, using site index as the 
dependent variabk A regression analysis for every possible combination of the 
independent variables "'as achieved so rhat it was possible to determine which 
variable or combination of variables would result in the highest coudation 
which site index. 
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A Method of Classifying Shortleaf 
Pine Sites in Missouri 
ANDREW]. N"SH' 
IN TRO D UCTION 
As one of the sourhern pine group, shonleaf pine (Pinus echinata Mill.) en-
lers into the economy of m:my areas in the southern lnd southe:lStern States. Its 
economic importance is not lS great as that of some of the other southern pine, 
but in localized areas it is the ffi:ljor source of lumber, poles, and fence postS. 
The species reaches Ihe northwestern limit of its botanical nnge in Mis-
souri ",-here it is confined to the south and southeascern portions of the sta~. 
Although {he present are:. :md volume of shordeaf pine in Missouri is not large, 
it has been :.1 major uffiber-produdng species. According to the recent (1959) 
Missouri Forest Survey, the volume and :m:a of s:lwlog-sized stands of shonleaf 
pine have doubled in the past 12 years, These are the stands which replaced 
those cut at the beginning of the 20th century and which now are becoming 
merchantable. 
The factors limiting The botanical range of shordeaf pine are partly geologi-
cal and pardy climatic. Fletcher and McDermott (1957) showed that climate 
plays an imponanr role in the natural distribution and regeneration of shonleaf 
pine in Missouri. The sptcies does not occur naturally where the winter (No-
vember to April) pre<:ipitltion is less than 17 inches. 
Southern Missouri has mild winters and warm surruners. The average winter 
temperature is 33 degrees and that of summer is 74 degrees. The average annual 
temperature is 54 degrees and there are approximately 180 frost·free dars. The 
average annual precipintion is 40 inches, of which 17 to 20 inches nUs bc:~·een 
November and April. The high average monthly tempentures during the sum· 
mer months and the pattern of precipitation from April to September are re-
sponsible for high evapotranspiration losses and a drouthy condition of the soil. 
Statement of the P roblem 
This study will use topographic and soil factors to estimaTe site index' for 
shordeaf pine in Missouri. Specifically, two topographic and three soil factors 
will be used in a statistical approach to establish the telationship beTween the 
independent :.md dependent variables. 
In the Missouri Ozarks, a region charaCTerized by summer dtouths which 
ate someTimes severe and prolonged, moisture supply to trees is limited and the 
'The '~fh<)r a osooda,. professor cf forestl'}', School of for<$tty, Uni'·cniry cf Mi .. o~ri. 
'SilC indu io rho .vorage n.ighr of ,h. domin.nt.,.,d o;Odomi.n2'u ttta in •• and. rd" ... ru;ed '0' In"".ge. In 
. ,b. mid-~,. ,h. InK .ge is XI ),eatS. 
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study of moisture rebtionships becomes one of more than passing interest lni-
dal survinl and subsequent growth are closely associated with rhe Struggle for 
moisture. Therefore, an evaluation of site based on ropographic and SOLI factors 
should demonstr:.lle that {hey have an effect on the availabdity of moisture. 
In {he Ol:.trk region of Missouri ro which {his sludy refers, the amounr of 
Water available for plam growth is affected by one or more of rhe following: 
1. Texture of the soiL 
2. Structure of the soiL 
, Surfuce runoff. 
4. Presence of a day-pan. 
, Inrern:J dninage. 
6. Volume of stones or rock in the soil mande. 
7. Precipitarion. 
8. Depth of the soil mande. 
9. lnrerceprion of precipintion by rhe anopy and forest floor. 
10. Organic matter content in the soil. 
The physiographic factors associated with soil moisture area: 
1. Shpt Position. Except where there ate tock outcrops close ro the surface, soil 
depth generally increases down slope. A greater soil depth affords larger 
volume of moisture-holding components of the soil and greater depth for 
root penetratIon. 
2. AJptct. The rate of soil moisture extraction br evaporation and lr:lnspiralion 
is related to the intensity and dundon of solar ndillion. EXl1eme e~po{rans­
pinrion ntes occur on south and southwest aspects while a lesser nte occurs 
on north and northeast aspecrs. 
3. Degret of Skpt. The amount of sohr energy recdved at the earth's surface 
~ries not only according to aspect but also according ro the angle at which 
the energy is received. Surface runoff and dninage are al$(} affected by the 
degree of slope_ 
In addition to these topographic factors_ three soil factors will Ix: used be-
cause they influence the amount of moisture held in the sod, the r:lte at which 
moisture is removed. or the aeration of soil. I{ must no! be assumed that the 
soil factors ro be described are the only ones which influence the moisture rela-
tionships; there are others, but for purposes of this study, the following were 
me~ured and evaluated: 
1_ S()i/ Ttxlurt. An increase in the proportions of srlt and day in a soil increases 
the moisture-holding capacity. 
2. Stant Contml. A soil of a certain texture has an average moisture-holding 
capacity according to the amoum of sand, silr, and cby it comains. If rhe soil 
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is stone-free, tht moisture· holding C'Ap~ci~' will be a m:aximum for LiS rexrore. 
However. if the soil mantle contains stones, the volume of soil available for 
'O.'lI.ter stong' will be reduced accordingl)". 
}. Sci' V)I/JiJ/mc,. Soil consistence is a I~m used to describe the ph)'SicaJ condi· 
tion and degree of compaction in a soil sample. Comp:u:tion in soils may be 
a limiting factOr in the growth of vcget:nion br causing a reduction in the: 
normal exchange of soil poses. insufficiem soil1eradon can be :lS serious in 
the proper functioning of soils as insufficient moisture:. 
The problem to be solved is lhllt of evaluating t he lictors listed above so 
thu the values:lre consistent "'Llh their effect on soil moismre. To uSC: a sr2tisti-
cal approoch to the st~d}'. qualiudvc dara must be tnnsformed into quantitative 
values. 
\'\i'inter precipit:uion in so..Iuthern Missouri is sufficient to recharge the 
storage capacity of the soils so that they are <1.t field capacity H the beginning 
of the growing season (Nash, 196;). Thus, ",hen the fil"$t fiush of grOwth oc-
curs. soil moi.sture is not :.I. limiling faccor. The study, thefl_~fore, is concc:rned 
with the ctfeet of thc bctors liSted above during periods when there is soil mois-
ture mess. The amount of soil moisture :l.vaibble:l.t the rime veget:l.tive buds 
u e set in the (:l.1I undoubtedly has an influence on the amount of growth whim 
will occur the following spring. Shortleaf pine growth is :l.rreste<l when soil 
moisture supply is belo"" a minimum level and is reactivated follo'l\'ing preeipi. 
ut ion ..... hich is sulliciem ro recharge soil moisture: capacity, providing othc:r 
growth conditions ue satisfulory. The hypothesis that soil moisture is a limit· 
ing f:l.ctOr in the growth of shorrlClf pine in Missouri has been made in the 
light of the abo"e statements and lssumptions. 
REVIEW OF LITERA TURf 
In the bee 1920's foresters and soil scientists in North America hearne in-
teresled in the physical fa(tors that affected tree growth. Prior to that time it tud 
been the soil physicist and soil chemist who had conuibuted mOSt to the IitCI':l.-
ture delling with soil in relation to growth factors . 
The works of Auten (1936), Billings (1938) , Coile (1 93~ ), Diebold ( 193~), 
Joffe (1936), :lnd of Turner (1937) lre e,- idence of the interest taken by forestrn 
in the problems of (fee geov'-Ih in relation to physio.l D.ctors. 
Coile \193~) concluded Ihlt subsoil ch:lraeteristics Cln exert:l. very strong 
influence on the growth of shonle~ f pine after it has passed Ihe s ~pling S l~ge. 
This sludy examined the relative effects o f Ihe deplh of soil horizons, texmre, 
porosity, water absorption ClIFcity, 2nd volume 'I\'eight u independent \~riables 
affecting height growth. He co..Iuld not isolate an)' single ph)'sical soil factor but 
concluded. the texture of the B horizon , together with thickness o( Ihe surfice 
layc:rs, gave the highesl correlation with si te index. 
In discussing the effect of topographic betots on site index, Tumer (1938) 
determined. that degree of slope was highly correlated with site index for loblolly 
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pine in the C0;i5t~1 pl:lin region of Acbnsas_ He also found that low site indi= 
were indic~tive of poor imernal drainage ,md excessive nmoff. This investigation 
was one of the first to show the importance of a topographic faccor as it influ-
ences site index. 
Cooper (1942), however, came to the conclusion that there was no relation 
between site index of pine and aspect or slope in the Piedmont region where 
erosion of the upper soil surface had been prolonged and severe. He exphins 
the l~ck of relationship by saying that the slopes 2fe gc:ntle and short. The s::une 
conclusion might not be expecred CO hold true in areas of mote rugged topo-
graphy. For an independenr variable co sho\\' partial cotrelation at a significant 
level, it must ht a variable, nOt a relatively static quantity. Cooper also states 
that "any method that centers on one beror ro the exclusion of the others would 
not be entirelr accurate." It is possible that a singk site factor mar be so strong 
in its correlation with site that it is actually a controlling factor . In this case, 
the evalu~tion of site would be accurate. To be accurate, ~ method must utilize 
those faecols which are controlling. 
Minckler (1943) found that shonkaf pine plantations in southern Illinois 
exhibited remarbbly uniform heighr growth regardless of wpographic location 
or seasonal precipitation. He argues that shortleaf pine growth is related co the 
depth of the A horizon, not co aspect, rainfall, or soil consistency. In this srare-
menr, he disagrees with a number of workers who have shown that aspect, as a 
topographic factor, docs influence height growth. It must be re:llizcd, however, 
rh~t Minckler is referring to p12ntations, not ro natural stands. 
On the subject of soil moisture in rehtion to site, Copeland (195c5c) indi-
cated that an af(ificially-induced drouth on shonleaf pine had the effect of 
shorrening shoot growth and needk length and that diameter growth was great-
ly reduced. Dingle and Burns (1954) determined that the moisture content in 
the upper 3 inches of the soil profi le was not correlated with site quali ty for 
shortleaf pine in Missouri. T he upper 3 inches of the soil profile is subject to 
great fluctuation in moisture content and it is undtrstand~ble that no correla-
tion was found. 
Soil moisture coment and the Auctuations it experiences are rehted to cli-
mate in general and to the precipitarion pattern in J»nicular. Climate plays ID 
important role in determining the amount of water loss by evapotranspiration. 
Thornthwaite (1948) and Thornthw~ite and Mather (1957) have de:llt with the 
subject of evapotr-anspirat ion ae length ~nd their calculations are designed for 
computing the water b~l~ncc under average physiographic conditions. Litde 
wHer is actually used by vegetation for irs gtowth processes; this is fXlrricularly 
true of (fees. Budyko (195c8) States:~ 
"It should be nored, however, that extensive experiment'/;l data proved 
that vegetation also spench water resources in a very une<:onomical way 
i.e. the productiveness of transpiration (the ratio of weight accumularion 
""The Het' Solmcc of the Earth'. Su:fat:e". Tnn.l"o:! from Ru .... ." by [)eponm.,." of eomm««. W.shir.g-
'01\. D_ C. ptg< 180. 
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of dry man in the plant (0 the discharge of ..-acel for rranspir:llion dur-
ing;\ cemin rime inrerval) is ",sually from 11200 to 1(1000 (mOld)' 
about 1/3(0). It is juS! a useless ",utC of water." 
T ranspin.tiOl'l is esscntiallo Ihe life of thc tree, but if all growth f2Ctors "''ere al 
an oplimum level, the rolte of growth would maximiu al some point r<:gw:llos 
of how much water is used in the transpir:llion process. 
Since Ihc onl)' aV1il:tblc energy for cvapol1'2nSpir:Hion must originuc ""im 
sobr radiation, it follows rhar sobr radiation is the logical basis for computing 
moisrufC losses from the soiL Swift (1960) gives figures for extra-terfCstrial solar 
radiation receipt on horizontal surfaces and shows dll-I various slope$ and aspem 
modifr Ihc energy values r«eive<!. Swift dcx:s not 11kc into account the: effect of 
cloud cover but has computed the energy [«<Lved on the basis that there i5 110 
atmosphere to reduc<: the intensity of solar radiuion. Geiger (1959), hOIll'evCt, 
ha5 studied the elfects of cloud cover on solar radiation receipt a!'ld he shows 
that solar e!'lergr u!'ldcr a completely overcast sky is practically thc same for al l 
aspec ts. 
For conditions of less th:lll complete OVCtc:a$t , enCTgy reo:.:eipt varies accord-
ing to aspect a!'ld lime of ye:ar. Nash (1963 ) has shown that when soIl! radi2-
tion in southern Missouri is modified by avcr-age cloud CQver, a steep north slope 
receives as much as 20 percent less o diation th:lll a hori:wnnl surface and a Sleep 
west slope receives approximately 15 perce:nt more. Other aspens rC(eive V1l lues 
between these extremes. 
The effect of slope and aspect on solar rad iation receipt is morc prClllOUrlCl:d 
when it is applied to ".'ater bal:lllce computations. Nash (1963) shows that a net 
soil moisture dcficit exists for the gro .... ing sc-:uon on a horizontal surface in 
southern Missouri. When slope and aspect arc takcn into accourH, the net soil 
moisture defici t for a steep north slope is reduced to approximately one-half 
that of a horizontal surface. On thc other hand, the nct soil moisture deficit for 
a steep west slope is approximately twice that for a horizontal surface. Even 
when the soil moisture storage V1lue is liberally estimated (2.~ inches of WlI= 
per fOOl of soil ), a moisture deficit occurs on all slope1' and aspc:crs except [lut 
for a ~o degree north slope. For soil moisture storage valucs less than [his, or 
during a ye:ar that is drier than norm .. l, the soil moisture: deficit is more apfY.1t-
ent a-nd more .. ,ute. The results given b~ Nash show that shortleaf pine is 
growing under rather adverse conditions as (ar 2S soil moisture availabilit)· IS 
conce:rned. 
AREAS EXAMINED 
It de:ailed description of the areas eumined is necessary in order to portray 
differences bc:rlll'ecn them and to reb.le: these dilfCt"Cnces to variations in sile: in-
dex. Prinurily, the Study areas were selected because of ~logicaJ diffCt"CnCes tOO 
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Fig. I-Location of the three study oreos, 
the diversity of topogr~phic conditions occurring within ueas. figure 1 shows 
thc location of the three study areas. 
Study Area 1: GN.nite H ills Region 
An area containing a gnnite uplift is centered in St. Francois and Iron 
Counties_ It is charactuized by gentle to moderately steep slopes and some 
broad valleys oused by erosion of the sedimentary stral':l.. As might be eXp<Xted, 
the soil types in the area are numerous and, at times, difficult to classify beou~ 
of "slumping." The granite knobs support very sparse vegetation while the val· 
Ieys have long since been cleared and cultivated for farm crops. Shortleaf pine 
stands occur throughout the granite hills and on the steeper portions of the 
valley slopes. 
The Ashe stony loam soil is characteristic of the granite hills region and is 
one of the poorest soils in the state from a feniliTY point of view. For a detailed 
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description of the soils mentioned In rhis and succeeding sections, the reader is 
referred to "A Ke) for Idencir,'ing lhe Soils of Missouri" published by the Soils 
Department, College of Agriculture. Universit)· of Missouri. Miller and Kruse-
kepf (1919) deSCftbc: the Ashe stony loom as: " ... a gray, very stan)' loam with 
yellowish day subsoil conTaining consicier,lble sand, stones and boulders. The 
soil is a silty loam. It washes easily. It i~ a cold natured soil." Since the soil 
w:l5hes easily, {he fine fractions are deposited in the valleys. 
The vegeurian which is struggling for existence in the gromice knob area is 
chiefly shorrkaf pine, bblCk oak, white oak (on lhe deeper, more moist soils 
down slope), red oak, post o:<k and hickory. Figure 2 shows shortle:!.f pine grow-
ing on an exposed gnnite knob_ 
The Hagerstown soil is chancteristic of the v'oI.lIey soils; it is derived from 
'01. chen-free limestone and o<curs m'ol.inly in the nonh-south valleys of rhe ara. 
It is a silt 1= with '01. brown to reddish-brown surf.tce soil {h'ol.t is 8 to 14 inches 
deep. The subsoil is ch'ol.ncteristic'ol.l1y '01. brown to dark reddish brown silty clay. 
In the simplified c1assifica.tion system developed by the author, the identifying 
features of the Hagerstown soil are : 
1. Soil nOt stone-free. 
'01.. Subsoil color red or reddish-brown. 
'01..1. Very few srones. HAGERSTOWN 
A comple«: cl'ol.ssification of the Ozuk soils according ro the author's system 
is given in the Appendix (Table 18) and reference will be m'ol.de to it in relation 
to other soils encountered. 
Brydon 'oI.nd Marshall (19~8) describe the genesis of the H'oI.gerstown soil. 
They State that it occurs in a region of tnnsition between the gray-brown pod-
lOlic soils of the nonh 'oI.nd the red and yellow soils of the south. Some authors 
include the Hagerstown in a completely sepat'ol.te grouping and the literature: 
gives suppordng evidence for both views. 
Other soils are found in the Gnnitc Hills region but are not chancteristic 
of it; they v.'ilJ be described in denil in the sections dell.ling with the orher 1;'\\"0 
areas studied. As one traverses the Hell., the following soils may be encoumered: 
Tilsir, Eminence, Clarksville stony loam, Clarksville gnvelly loam and Lamotte. 
Due to the violem upheaval caused by the granite uplift, these soils are nOt 
found in 'oI.ny definite order but are associated with the geologic StrHa. An il-
lustration of a slow-gtowing shortieaf pine on Lamotte silt loam is shown in 
Figure 3. 
Study Area 2: Oregon County 
Oregon COUnty is situated in the south-cemnl portion of the pme grow-
ing region of the state. There have bc:c:n no major geologic disturbmces to affect 
rhe normal erosion pro<ess which has formed deep vallers dissecting the land-
scape. There are three main geologic stnra in the area, the Jefferson City, the 
Gasconade, and the Rubidoux. 
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Fig. 3-Mglure shorlle<:lf pille, 21 .0 inches in diamete r ond 98 fee t in height. 
Nole " alligotor" bark, typical of slow-glowing short teClI pine. Southeast 
Mi ssouri. 
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The Rubidoux and Gasconade form the predominant pan of the Ozark 
surface rock outcrops while the Jefferson City formation prevails on uplands 
throughout the periphery of the Ozark province. 
The char:tCtenslic soil is the Clarksville which is keyed out as follows: 
1. Subsoil color not red or reddish brown. 
a. Northern and Eastern Ourk border areas. 
b. Ozark region. 
b.l. Soils derived from granite. 
b.z. Soils not derived from gnnite. 
b.2.1. Subsoil color yellow. CLARKSVILLE 
The forest vegetation on the south and southwest exposures is rebtivcly 
light compared to those: of the north and northe:m; conse<:Juendy, mey are sub-
ject to greater runoff, ~ulting in a stony condition. An illustration of the stony 
surface of the Clarksville soil is shown in Figure 4. The predominam stone in 
the soil is cherr, derived from the cherty limestone of the Gasco02de formation; 
numerous sandsrone rocks :,ue preSent also, being derived from the Rubidoux 
formuion. Generally speaking, the Rubidoux formation covers the greater por. 
rion of this area of the Ozarks. The soil varies from a sandy loam to a silt 102m 
on the surface and ftom a si lt loam to a silty clay loam in the subsoil; its char-
acteristic color is a light yellowish brown. 
Fig. 4-Stony surface of Clorksville soil on a 50 percent southwest exposure. 
Oregon County, Mo. 
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Study Area 3: Dent County 
The topogr.lphy of Dent County, located neat the northern botanical limit 
of shonle:af pine in Missouri, does not prestnt such contrasts :tS OCCUt in the twO 
areas mentioned previously. The peneplain is not so deeply dissected and the 
hills 1fe mote rounded. 
An outstanding felture of this area is the presence of a highly-welthercd 
lIyer of silt on the brotd ridge tops. It is thought thlt the silt W2$ deposited in 
gcologio.l times by deposition of wind·blown material from the centnl pl1ins 
tegion. Accumulation of decomposition products in the fotm of dly hIS reo 
suIted in a pan lIyer approximately 18 inches below the sur&ce. The ridge soil 
is dt.$sed 15 the Lebanon silt loam Ind, in the words of Millet Ind Ktusekopf 
(1919) " ... the Lebanon silt loam probably hl5 more un&vonble subsoil chlU"-
aeterisrio than any Outk soiL'" Forrunately, the area occupied by the loesm.J 
soil is relatively small, being confined to the main ridges and some spur ridges. 
The greater poction of the shorde:af pine sunds in this area occupy !he 
Clarksville stony 101m, derived from cherty dolomitic limestOne. The subsoil 
tenure is a sandy to silty 101m where the underlying rock is sandstone or I silt 
lotm to silty day loam if limestone is the puent bedrock. 
Occasionally, the subsoil is a si lty clay and relatively stone-free; its origin 
is an Outctopping of a chert-free dolomite which is a rarity in this locality. One 
such example (see Figure ') contained an avenge stone content of n percent 
to I six-foot depth. The higher clay content, with its increased moisture-holding 
eapacit)·, resulted in the shonkaf pine having bener growth than on adjoining 
areas. These deep day pockets are nOt numerous but from an interesting cem-
parison with the characteristic ClMksville soil ~ies. 
METH O DOLOGY 
The following sections deal wi th the method of obtaining the field data 
(Pact I), of evaluating the meuurements for the purpose of assigning numeriaJ 
values to qualitative data (Part II ) and the methods of analping the dara by 
the use of a multiple regression Inalysis by an IBM compurer (Parr III) . 
Field Datll 
Method of Stand Stltction. The objexcive of stand selextion was to obtain data 
that wcre representative of as many varinions in topognphy and stand ages as 
possible, since the "independent" variables in the multiple regression ~nalysis 
were to be based pudy 01'1 topographic and pully on soil facrors. The topo-
graphic conditions were the main crireria for stand sel«tion, whereas the soil 
I2CIOI1 we~ measured as they occurred within topographic classes. 
T he basic unit of measurement was a strip parallel to comour lines tnd 
occupying the same topographic location; [he su ip w.u as long as n«essuy to 
obtain height-age Ind other dara from at last seven domilW'lt and codomin2nt 
'1.10, Af;r. &po Sa. Bull. 1)). P. 69. 
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Fig. 5-Thr ..... fool soil profile in a high-clay pockel. A hole was drilled on-
oth. r three feet In th. cent., of Ihe pil; Cloy conlent Increased slightly with 
de pth, Oenl County, Mo. 
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shonle2f pines. The width of the snip vuied according to densit), of the stand 
hut was .seldom greater than one-half chain wide. Thus, the unit of field meas-
urement was of no definite site:. Since the study was interested in the effect of 
various ropogtlphk and .soil factors on growth, it was felt that there was no 
necessity to obtain a tally of the number of trees per acre or to obu;n an esti-
mate of stlllld density. Mann and W hitaker (1952) have shown that, with sib: 
being held const2nt, sund density has only negligible effect on height gro~'th. 
It is recognized, howevcr, (tul hright gro,,'th is affected by extremes of douicy 
and for this rc:ason. extremely dense and open-grown snnds ,,'ere avoided. 
Figure 6 shows (he topognphy surrounding a valley in Oregon County, 
souih·central Missouri. The locuion of some of the measurement are-as are in-
dicated to illustfllte that the basis for stand sdecdon was mainly topographic. 
This panicular valley was ide-al in that practically pure shonle-af pine stands oc-
cupied all aspens, all degrccs of slope from level to very StCCp, and all slope 
positions from lower to upper slope. Not aJ.1 areas were this ideal. 
A fiel d daTa sheet "\Ioas designed to m:ord the n«=I")' inforrr..2.lion. An im· 
pOmnt fe-awre of t he clara shec:t is the description of the soil from observations 
and meuurcmems wen from a soill-it. This established the soil series, percent 
of rocks and stones in each horizon, the rextUral class (which v,'as latet verified 
or changed after running texture determina tion in the labor;l.tor)", using the 
standard Bouyucous method), structure. and consistency of e-ach hoti:on. Tho: 
importmce of these soil characteristics will be emph2.si:ted in a larer section. 
in addition to a soil description, a topographic loation description was re-
corded, according to aspect, slope and slope position. Aspect was designated by 
4~-degrec classes, (nonh, nQftha5t, etc.), and slope was measured with an Abney 
hand levd by ~ percent classes. Slope position "110'2$ described. as upper one-third, 
middle one· third, lower one-third, ridge top, uddle etc. 
The following data were taken on the dominant and codominam trees se-
lected as heing representative: Total age in ye-ars aT stump height, total height 
in fee t, length of live crown, crown f1lrio, and radid growth from the pith by 
l().yC2r periods. The Jru.ximum height difference between tr("CS in the same srand 
was approximuely n percent of total height, with most tilling within 10 per-
cent. The ruling considmtion was that the rrees had to he on the ume topo-
gn phie loadon. 
U.S.D.n. Bulletin ~O (1929) gives site index curves for shortleaf pine; how-
ever, the distribution of sample crees measured for these curves coven a very 
wide ate:l of irs nawnl range, with rdalively few trccs heing measured in Mis-
souri. Since the field work covered three sepaf1lte areas in Missouri , it was felt 
thu empirical site index curves should he COnsttliCted and used as the basis for 
the dependent variable. The general method of construeting the site index curves 
followed the procedure outlined by Meyer (1953); harmoniution of the curves 
was accomplished by the method proposed by Dwight (1937). The site indo: 
curves for each area are included in the Appendix "1$ Figures 11, 12, and 13. 
For the stands measured in the Gnnite Hills region, 484 trecs were avail-
able for site index calculation. They ranged in age from 18 years to 110 yean 
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Fig. 6-Topographic mop showing valley and surrounding terroin with 10. 
eolion of me asureme nt ore05. South-ce ntrol Missouri (Oregon County). 
Seole: 1: 10000. 
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lnd were well·distributed as to age class represenralion. T he 1verage site index 
for all stands in this region was 52, c:lkulatcd on :a base: age of 50 re:;,.rs. 
In Oregon County, south-central Missouri, a total of Ml tr«s was meas-
ured. The: age.d~ss distribution showed evidence of past cuning and of fires, 
since most of the trees were in the: 3Q..yc:ar and 4o-year old classes. This made 
the curve rather unbll:.l.nced but reprc:senrarive stands from other age cbsscs per-
mitted the establishment of a reasonably Strollg age-height relationship. The 
average site index was 53. 
In Dent Counry, the history of shordeaf pine is well·known. Logging in 
the area commenced about 1920 and WlS mainly for the prime hardwoods. Re-
mOV2i of the hardwood stands and subsequent tires initiated stands of shortleaf 
pine, which in some cases, became mixed with hardwoods. The age-d~ses are 
quite restricted; only three age classes are represented, the 30-, the 40- 1nd the 
,O-yen cbsses. It W1S felt tb1t, despite the sC10city of age classes, the empiricz.l 
site index curves were a truer represenution of the age-height rebtionShip than 
thar contained in U.S.D.A. Bulletin '0. 
Assigning NumeriC1l Ratings to Qualitative Data 
To obtain partial correlation coefficients through multiple regression analysis, 
the qualitative data described and recorded in the field must be transformed into 
numerical ratings consistent with their effect on available soil moisrure. 
Soil moisture is affected by one or more of The following: 
L Slope. 
2. Aspecr. 
J. Slope position. 
4. Soil texture. 
, Soil Structure and consisrence. 
6. STOne content. 
7. Amount of precipitation. 
s. Amount of org2nic matter. 
9. Rate of evapotr:.lnspir:.ltlon. 
The development of utings or index numbers for the first six factors will be 
d iscussed in the succeeding sections. II is realized that the laSt three do affecr 
the amount of moisture in the soil at a given time bur no specific data are pres-
ented for them individually. The independent vuiables for which index numbers 
axe to be developed are: 
(1) Slope and aspect, 
(2) soil texture, 
(3) stone content, 
in the order listed. 
(4) 
(') 
slope position, and 
soil consistence, 
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Slope and Aspttl and TMi,. Relation tt1 Available Soil illo;stuP't. These IWO 
HCtors are so closely relued chaT They musc be considered together. The loginl 
sta rring point is to review the relationship between receipt of solar radiation and 
evapotranspiration. The nre of evapotranspiration is affected by (he duration and 
intensity of sol:u ndi:.l.tion and the soil moisture content. As rhe soil moisture 
content decro.scs, the nte of moisture loss is :.l.lso decfe:.l.Sed due to gre:.l.ter Ten· 
sion between the soil-waTer interfaces. At the wilting point, most veget:.l.tion is 
unable TO omct moisture bco.use the ah50rbing roots :.l.fC nO! able to overcome 
a tension gt("llter than 1) atmospheres, which is considered to the limit of a 
tree's apabilities. 
Nash (1963) presents rabIes which give the expected solar ndiation by slope 
and aspect in southern Missouri during a normal growing season (April to OctO-
ber inclusive) Cloud cover. which reduces the effecT of aspect, has been taken 
into aCCount in his stud}'. The use of solar radiation rather than soil moisture 
deficin eiimin:.l.te5 the possibility of confounding the issue, since soil depth and 
Stone content also affect soil moisture content. hemal solar !"2diation expecto:l. 
on different slopes and aspeclS is a definite value which an be alculated to a 
rcason:.l.ble degree of precision. 
A slope which teceives more sobr radiarion than anOther has a greater p<>-
tential for losing soil moisture by ev:.l.potranspintion; it is assumcd tha t the dif-
ference in moisturc loss depends on rhe relative :.l.mountS of energy received. 
The following t:.l.bles of solar radiadon receipt by slope and aspect are 
I:juoted from Nash's tcsults and will form the basis for evaluating the effect of 
these tWO topographic factors. The valucs given in Table 1 :.l.re extra·tenestrial 
values corrected for cloud cover only; they have nOt been correcled for Other 
atmospheric losses. 
TABLE 1 - VALUES OF SOLAR reRADIATION RECEIVED BY SLOPE 
AND ASPECT FOR AN AVERAGE FROST-FREE SEASON 
AT A LATITUDE OF 31 DEGREES NORTH 
Aspect fgm-cal/.q.cm/dayJ 
""" degrees N NE E SE S SW W NW 
to 53' 
'" '" '" '" 
"2 "2 
'" 20 
'" '" 
'OS 
'" '" '" 
OS, 
'" 20 
'" 
532 
'" '" '" '" '" '" 
" '" 
st6 622 
'" 
630 '50 
'" '" SO
'" '" 
70' .S<> '96 
"" 
69' 52' 
Assuming th:.l.t :.l. steep (50 degrees) south<;l,est slope represents Ihe poorest 
soil moisture regime, it should be rated the lowest in re~rd to its abi lit)· to 
supply moisture for tree gro"\llth. Conversely, a Steep north slope representS the 
beSt moisture regime and should receive a muimum rating. The steep south-
west slope received an avenge of 706 gm·al/sq.cm/day of sobr energy whereas 
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a steep north slope receives 484. To rate the north slope in terms of southwest 
energy receipt, the following o.lculation o.n be made :-
Energ)' received on southwest slope = 706 gm-al/sq/ da)" 
Energy received on north slope 484 gm-cal /sq/.:b.y 
= 1.46 
Values between the extremes were calculared in a similar manner (Table 2). 
S-
TABLE 2 _ SOLAR IRRADIATION RECEIPT BY SLOPE AND ASPECT 
AS A RATIO OF TIIA T RECEIVED ON A SOUTHWEST 50 
DEGREE SLOPE A._ 
• • S£ • sw W degrees ratio I, 
" 
1.31 1. 30 1.27 1.25 1.25 1.26 1.26 
'" 
1.34 1.33 1.25 1.18 1.25 1.20 1.22 
30 1.34 1. 33 1.22 1.11 1.18 1.16 1.22 
.. 1.39 1.35 1.11 1.06 1.13 1.06 1.16 
" 
1.46 1.30 >'00 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.01 
NW 
1.30 
1.33 
1. 27 
1.33 
1. 33 
For purposes of coding. 1.00 can be subtracred from each item in the rabie, 
the remainder multiplied by 100 and the resuit rounded off to the nearest 5. 
Thus, for the v:alue 1.31, the coded value would be 100 (1.31-l.{Xl) = 31, which 
is rhen rounded off to 30. The coded values are given in Table 3. 
For :a horizontal sumce, the coded v:alue would be 20 since the solar radia-
tion receipt is 602 gm-o.l / sq.cm/d:aj'. 
"'" degrHs 
" 
" 30
.. 
" 
TABLE 3 _ CODED VALUES OF SOLAR IRRADIATION RECEIPT BY 
SLOP E AND ASPECT BASED ON THAT RECEIVED BY A 
SOUTHWEST 5(1 DEGREE SLOPE 
Aspect 
N NE E SE 5 SW W 
30 30 
" " " " " 3S 3S 
" " " " " 3S 3S 
" " " " " .. 
" " 
5 
" 
5 
" 
" 
30 0 0 0 0 0 
NW 
30 
3S 
30 
" 
" 
Slopes were me:asured in percent during the field 'WOrk, therefore degrees of 
slope had to be converted to percent slope. Figure 7 shows the relationship be-
t,' .. een the rating and percent slope fot an east aspect; the known points on the 
curve were taken from 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40 degree slopes which correspond ro 
0, 20, 35, 60, and 85 percent slopes. This per mined (he rating of slope percent 
by 5 percent steps. All other aspects were treated in a simi1:ar m:anner but :an: 
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30 
" 
20 
10 
, 
o 20 40 60 80 100 
PERCENT SLOPE 
Fig. 7-Rgting gf slope and aspect by p. ru nl , lolM for an egst asp.d. 
not shown. The tomplell: cable of n!ings bned on solar ndiation receipt by 
lSpect and slope is in Table 4. 
The t1blc: of nrings mighr seem cumbeoome and lc:ngrhy. but if the inten-
rion of obr:a.ining a numc:riol nring for slope and :upect is to be cealiled, each 
combination of slope and aspect mUSt be assigned a value which is indicative of 
the nre of moisture loss and thus the duration and intemity of moisture scress. 
Soil Ttxtu" ana ir, Effect of A llailablt Soil Moistu". The moisture-holding 
capality of a soil is related ro, among orher factors, the size of the pore spaces 
22 
~ 
percent 
0 
S 
" 
" 20 
" 30
" 
" .. 
SO 
SS 
" OS 
" 
" 
" 
" SO 
" 
''" 
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TABLE 4 - RATINGS BASED ON SOLAR IRRADIATION RECEIP T BY 
PERC ENT SLOPE AND ASPECT FOR A LATITUDE OF 37 
DEOREES NORTH 
Asped (rel ative ratlllg) 
N 
"' 
, 
" 
S SW W 
" " " " " " " 
" " " " 
22 22 22 
" " " " " 
,. 
" 
" " 
,. 
" " " " 30 30 
" " " " " 
" " " " " " " 
" " " " " " " 
" " " " " 
30 
" 
" " " " " " 
30
" " " " " " " 
" " " 
H 
" " 
30 
" " " " " " " 
" " 
30 
" 
30 
" 
30
" " " 
, 
" " " 30
" " 
, 
" " " 
" 
3S
" 
, 
" 
, 
" 
" 
3S 
" 
S 
" 
S 
" .. 3S 
" 
S 
" 
S 
" ., 3S , 3 u , u 
" " 
, , S , S 
" " 
0 0 0 0 0 
NW 
" 
" 
" 
" 30 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 30 
30 
" 
" 
" 3S 
" 
" 
" 
" 
between individu~l soil p~rticJes . The smaller {he size of the pore spaces, the 
gr~{er is the capadl}' of the soil ro hold moisture apins! the force of gnvity. 
Moisture-holding capacitY is normally defined as the number of inches of 
",,-cer that a soil of a c('nain depth will hold. This indudes capillary as well as 
hygroscopic moisture but excludes gravitadonal moisture, since the measure-
ments arc taken :I.flcr a satur:lted soil is ;lllowed to drain for at leaST 24 hours. 
The f oresuy Handbook (1955) gives the moisture-holding capacity of 
various texcures per foot of depth. Inste:1d of including the hygroscopic moi:r 
ture, the list contains only the capilluy moisture. It is :lS follows: 
Fine WId 0.' inches per foot 
Sandy loam 1.7 
Silt loam 2~ 
Imm 3.3 
CIa)" 4.' 
Other textural classes may be: assigned moisture· holding capacities according co 
the percentage of sand, silt and day they contain. 
A rating of avai lable soil moisture based on the capacity of the soi! to store 
capillary Water can be: determined by giving the lowest rating to the soil which 
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has the lov,est moisture-holding ability; simi!:trly, the soil which has the highest 
capacity would receive the highest rating. At this point, we :tre concerned only 
with the absolute moisture·holding .:apacity, nOt with the question of whether 
the moisture in the soil is actually used by the p!:tnt, or the rate at which it 
moves through the soil. 
Table, shows the textute, absolute moisture·holding capacity and ruing 
of soils based on the principles outlined above. 
TABLE 5 - RATING OF OZARK SOILS BASED ON TEXTURE A!"D 
MOiSTURE-HOLDlKG CAPACITY 
Texture 
Fine sand 
Sandy loam 
Sandy <:lay loam 
SUt loam 
Lo= 
Clay loam 
SUty olay 
C'" 
Moisture-Holding 
Capacity per Foot 
Inches 
0.3 
L' 
'.0 
'.3 
3 . 3 
3.3 
<.0 
<.3 
3 
3 
< 
3 
6 
, 
, 
• 
Sto'le CMltent and its Effect on Moisture-Holding Capacity. The genera! ef· 
feet of stones in the soil mantle is to reduce the volume of soil particles in a 
given depth. The size of the reduction will depend on the quantity of stones per 
unit volume, the disrribution of sizes and shapes of stones and, to a limited ex· 
tent, the moisrure Content of the stones themsdves. In :treas where stones con· 
stitute a large portion of the soil profile, trees must utilize a larger soil volume 
in order to obt:lin the S2ITle amount of water. The wilting point of the soill!.-ith 
high stone content is reached more quickly. 
An independent investig:.l.tion was carried OUt to determine rhe effect of 
stones on Ihe moisture-holding capacity of soils. Figure 8 shows the proportional 
relationship. Thus, a soil with '0 percent of the mantle oc.:upied by stones has 
a '0 percent reduction in moisture-holding cap:.tcity. A sep:tnte nring of Stone 
content is proposed since the v:triability in Stone COntent and texture would 
make a composite r:tting based on texture and stone content extremely compli. 
Cated. 
As the effect of stone content is proportional, a rating based on stone con· 
tent alone cm be easily derived; it is shown in Table 6. 
Slope Position as it Affuts Available Soil Moisture. The effective depth to 
which = roots :.tre able to extr:.l.ct moisture from the soil determines, to a great 
extent, the amount of moisture "II,hich is potentially available fot growth and 
rc:spirarion. Shonle:af pine develops a t:lproot early in life, bur the majority of 
feeding or absorptive fOOtS are within the top 12 inches of the soil. 
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STONE CONTENT - PERCENT 
Fig. 8-Relation between volume of water necessary to fulfill capillary ac-
tion a nd $Ione conlenl in percent. 
The elfect of slope position on the growth of trees is primarily a maner of 
soil depth, which, in (urn, influences the volume of soil from which roots = 
exrncr nutrients and moisture. Physical and cheminl weathering of parent rna-
rerial, conrinuing for many thousands of ynrs, have established certain equilibria 
in the soil. The soil may ~ considertd to be in equilibrium with the climatic, 
cdaphic, and biotk environmenr in which it is found. 
Wilde (1958) has pointed our that ~ s!o~ posidon changes from a ridge 
top through to a lower slope, the moisture content al field ~pacity increases be-
cause of increased volume of soil. He emphasized the import:mce of considering 
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TABLE 6 • RATING OF STONE CONTENT AS rt AFFECT S 
MOlSTUR!;.HOLDING CAPACITY OF SOILS 
Stone Content 
(pen:ent total volume) RaUng 
0 
" 
" • 
" • ,. , 
" • 
" • SO • 
" 
, 
80 2 
" 
2 
a.eration and mois[Ure together This is ilIusu'ated by the (:aCt Ihat trcc heighl 
g ro'll.'t h in ""er depressions or in areas which have a high ",·ater t3b le is rcduo:U 
due to poor aendon. 
Lun 3nd Ch3ndler (1946) give a cbssificadon of soil depth as follows: 
Very shallow -0 to 6 inches 
Sh3110w -6 to 12 inches 
Moderatcl)· deep -12 to 24 inches 
Deep - 24 to 48 inches 
Very deep -OVCT 48 inches. 
As they poim OUt, soil depth is normally denned 3S including the combined 
A and B horizons, but excluding the C horizon or parent material. They state 
further, however, that foresters rna)· nnd it convenient 10 add the additional 
component of the C horizon in denning soil depth, u m3n)· deep·roored species 
can dnw moiSTUre from the lower levels. 
Sued on LUlZ and Ch3ndler's scale of soil depth. pr2ctically all the O zark 
soils should be classified as "Very shallow" or "Shallow" since the combined 
depth of the A and B horizons rarely o:cccds 12 inches. It seems advisable to 
follow their suggestion of a soil depth classification Insed on three horizoru, 
nther than on two. 
The depth classification that is being presented is as follows: 
Design3do n D epth 
Shallow up to one fOOl 
Mediu m dccp from 11-.1 to 2 VI fCCl 
Moder2tely dccp from 21-.1 10 ,Y.I fcci 
Dccp from' Y.I 10 4 1-.1 fccl 
Very deep over 4Y.1fect 
In addition to those listed above, one more should be 3dded 10 describe the 
sp«ial situation covering soils on ridges which arc underlain with a pan; it may 
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be describc<l as "Shallow over pan." The pan is not cemented bUI consists of a 
stiff, massive, sil t)· day which docs petmi! some dninagc: but very little: root 
penetration. 
The soils on the ridges arc thin; not more than eight inches of soil is pres-
cnt on moSt ridges. Many instances I':crc found in which the soil depth was not 
more than 4 or 5 inches above the pan byet. The avcr:t8c dfcctivc 50iI depth is 
approxim2tely 6 inches. 
On the shoulden of the ridges and the upper slopes, the soil dcph avcl'llges 
I foot, nnging in depth from 8 inches to U or 16 inches. 
On the mid-portions of the: slopes, [he soil mantlc increases in dCpIh and 
becomes quite wdl drained. The C horizon varies in structure from a massive, 
slightly comf"-cr silt lOam to a gnnular, friable nndy loam ," .. jIh good ae:r;l.lion 
and intern:!.! drainage. T he average soil dep th on this topographic locuion is 
approximately 2 feet. 
The lower one· third of slopes have benefitted by the accumuluion of silt 
and c1ar ""rueh have been brought down by erosion from the upper portions of 
the slopes. A considerable amount of "slumping" has orcutt<! in the Ourk re-
gion, resulting in an enriched, deeper soil on the lower slopes. The dividing line 
between mid· and lower slopes is difficul t to define aCCUf1lcely, but it may be 
laken as the point which includes the change in gradient from the mid·slopes to 
the bottom. The depth of the soil mantle at this lontion is approximately <I feet 
and Ihe soil is normally well·drained. The C horizon is inclined to have a higher 
content of silt and clay and is therefore of a massive, slightly compaCt to com· 
pact 10 rompaa Siructure. 
Stream bottoms constitute a separate topographic situation when consider· 
ing effective soil depth. Ninety·nine percent of Ihe streams in Ihe Ozuk hills 
are intermit tent :1I"ld flow only afterl periods of heavy precipitation. However, 
meam bottoms represent the most favorable situation reguding soil depth and 
moisture availabilitr. The effecdve depth of the soil is greater than <I feet and in 
some instances has been found to be 10 to 12 feet. f or purposes of delegating a 
depth class to the stream bottoms, the figure of five feet will be used ; this class 
mar be called Very Deep. 
Shallow soils OV(f bedrock present a somewhat different situation than shal· 
low soils over a pan. The limestone and sandstone OUfCl"OpS are generally ",·ell· 
fractured, allo .... ing root penetration beyond the depth to actual bedrock. Naru· 
nlly, rhe volume of $Oi l retained in the rock fractures is small and "'·ould nor 
add greatly to the actual depth. In these cases, the effective soil depth may be 
classed 1.'; the e<:juivalent of 2 feet of soil, even though the actual depth may be 
much less. 
Based on the informacion given above, a racing of soil depth as it is affected 
by slope posi tion may be determined, wi th a "Shallow-over.pan" soil receiving 
(he lowest rating. The data in Table 7 gives depths and ratings for gentle slopes; 
(or the purpose of defini tion, a gentle slope is one which does not exceed 15 
percent. 
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Soil erosion is closely associated with degree of slope. Conner er 21. (19~) 
found dur loss of soil through erosion was directly relared ro sreepness of slope. 
The racings given in Table 7 were, as indicated, applicable m soils on gentle 
slopes. In situarions where the slope changes to moderately steep, sreep. or very 
steep, the same urings would not necessarily apply, since erosion be<:omes an 
increasingly important function of slope. Field observation has shown rhar effec. 
tive soil depth decreases wirh an incr~e in slope, justifying a revision of ratings 
according 10 percent slope. 
TABLE 1- EF FECTIVE SOIL DEPTH AND RATING BASED ON A 
SHALLOW-OVER-PAN SOIL ACCORDING TO SLOPE 
POSITION 
Slope Position Depth elil/:ls Effective depth 
f .. ,
Main and spur ridge Shallow over pan. 0. ' 
Upper one-third Shallow 1.0 
Middle one-third 
Shallow over-boo-rook Medh.m deep 1. 0 
Lower One-third 0.., <. 0 
Stream bottom Ve ry deep '.0 
Classifying slope by percent results in the fullowing: 
Gentle 
Moderate 
Steep 
Very sreep 
~ ro 15 percent 
- D to 25 percent 
- :n to 50 percent 
- over 50 percent 
TABLE S - RATING OF SLOPE POSITION ACCORDrnO TO SLOPE 
POSITION AND GRADIENT 
Slope eiass 
.. " 
I 
, 
< 
, 
" 
Flat Gentle Moderate Steep Very steep 
Slope position 0·,. ,..,. 15-2U:{, 25-5~ "'I, 
Ridge , • • • • 
Upper one-third • , , , , 
""~. , , • • • 
Middle one-third 
Shal low OVer 
bed-rOOk • < , , , 
Lower one-third • , < , , 
Stream bottom fO fO • • • 
-The slope p<.>sltiolUl for which no raUngs are shown do not nnr mally ~ur On the 
slope classes indica ted. 
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Zahner (1957), in a study conducted in southern Arkansas on soil-site: clas-
sification for upL:l.nd pine, divided topograpy into gently, modeN-fe, :md steep 
slopes according co {he degret': of slope. The classificuion of slope used in (his 
paper was derived independentl)" and very closely approximates the ~uivalent 
values shown by Zahner. 
An example of the revised ratings applied to a h)'porhctiC:l.l situation follows: 
The effective soil depth on a gende lower slope ;$ 4 fecI; {his receives l 
rating of 8 from Table 7. If {he slope position remains the same, but the 
slope increases to a moderate slope (n to n percent), (he effective depth 
would be comp:aubJc to ji middle one· third on a gentk slope and would 
receive a nting of 4, since the depth of rhe latter topographic position is 
2 feet. Similarly, the lower slope on a Steep gradic-nr would be compar:.lblc 
ro an upper onc-third on a gende slope and would receive a rating of 2. 
If the stand wcte on a very steep slope (over 50 perccnt gradiem), er0-
sion would have !("duced thc soil depth to that comparable to 1 ridgc type 
S1[UltlOn, 
Table 8 shows rhe completed racings of slope posicion according to percent 
slope. 
Soil COlIS; SUllet <fIId its in fiuellce 0/1 soil nerntio>l_ Baver (1959)' stresses the 
importance of soil air to piant growrh as follo"'5: 
" .. restricted soil aeration (I) is thc greatest limiting factot in .he 
dcvelopmcnt of an cxtensive roO! system, (2) impairs the essemial pro-
cess of f(spiration of 1n established root 1)'Stem which retards both "'liter 
and nutrient absorptionlnd (3) preventS the orderly functioni ng of es-
scmial bio!ogiol processes :l.Ssociatcd with good soil fertility". 
Thc qucstion of the potcmial water-supplying ability of a soil has been cov-
ered in the section of this paper fntitled "Soil Texture and irs Effcct on Avail-
able Soil Moisture." This secrion tS more concerned ""ith the effect of inadequate 
aeration on planr growth. 
Consistence is a term used to describe the internal forces of cohesion which 
hold aggregates togcther and external forces of adhesion which bind one aggre-
gHe to another. Ie is a quali tative term des<rihing the degree of (or lack of) 
compaction of the soil, and it ranges from complete dissociuion of particles as in 
sand to a highly compacted clay. 
Consistence is associated with texture to some extent, as shown by Coile 
(1952), In well-dnined soils, he associated consistence with te:<ture as follows: 
Consistence when wet 
Very friable (noncoherenr) 
Friable 
Plastic 
T eX'ture 
Sands 
Loamy sands 
Light sand)" loams 
Sand)" day loams 
S~ndy clays 
Silty cla)" lo~ms 
'Soil Phy.k •. )ohn wil<y.n<! Son> Inc. No .. ' Yur k. P'8e IW. 
Loams 
Clay loams 
Clays 
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Companion of soils resulTs from a num~r of causes; The effecT of rompu-
rion is to caUS( a breakdown in Mtur:.!. l snueNre and reduer the volume of non-
capillary pores. In surber soils, man's activities and grazing cattle are the chief 
agents of companion, whereas, in subsoils, compaction is more a resule of chem· 
ical v,·eathering and illuviation. The other causes mentioned also operate on sub· 
soils but ro a lesser degree. 
Broadfoot and Burke (1958) show That an index of soil aeration may be ob· 
tained by subrracting the volume of water in soil from the total pore volume after 
it has been subjected to 1,0) nmosphere of tension. The result is called drainage ca· 
padT)· . The volume of water in a soil at Vi atmosphere of Tension is regarded by 
many soil scienrisrs as the C<1uivalenr of field upadt}-. Another vaule often ustd to 
obtain field capacity is the moisture in a soil which has been subjected ro O.OS 
atmospheres of temion. This figure is frequently given as 60 cm. of tension. 
From an examination of a large amount of dar:.!. colleceed from various local-
ities, Broadfoot and Burke (19~8 ) have associared drainage capacity with texture: 
for surface and subsoils. Since subsoils are more STable and are nor inftuenced ro 
such an extent by organic matter as are surface soils, the dna rhH will be pre-
sented refer only to subsoil conditions. Broadfoot and Burke (1958) give data for 
the mean and standard deviation of drainage capacity by textural groups such as 
coarse, medium, and fine-teXTUred subsoils. Since drainage capacity is :.I. direct 
measure of aeration and an indirect measure of degree of compaction, it will be 
assumed That the range of values covers soils varying from friable TO Comp:.I.(T. 
The dr:.l.inage capacit)" of friable soils will be laken as the mean value plus its 
standard deviaTion, while thaI for compact soils will ~ the me~n value minus 
lhe STandard deviation. Table 9 gives the dna from Broadfoor and Burke (19~8)' 
on the left-hand Side and the maximum, average, ~nd minimum values corre-
sponding to fri2ble, average. and compact soils on rhe right. 
Texture 
Class 
Coarse 
Mol""" 
n", 
TABLE 9 - DRAINAGE CAP ACITY DATA FOR DIFFERENT SOIL 
T EXTURE CLASSES 
Drain!!(e Ca.pacl~ 
Average Average 
Textur e Max. (percent) 
Loamy sand 
" 
, 
" " Lo= 20 
" 
,. 20 
Clay loam • 
, H • 
' U.5.F.S. So. For. Exp . .sr.. 0«. Paper 166. plgo U. 
""'. 
" • , 
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Fig. 9_Drllinage cllpacily Iln ,.xtur. by (ar'ls;sl'n<l dllsses. Sllur,. of data: 
Tabl.9. 
To uS( the d:lu in Table 9 fO beSt advantage. they must be rebted to defi· 
nite textural classes, rather than to brmd gtoups. Thi5 is accomplished in Figure 
9, in which drain2ge capacity is plotted on percent cby. Three curves are shown; 
the upper one repre5entS a well·aerated, fri able subsoil; the middle curve, an 
aver2ge (slightly CO mp:lct) subsoil; :md the lower, a poorly.aerated, compact 
subsoil. 
The curves indiote that duinage opaciry of the friable soils is not affected 
gfClldy until the cJa~ content reaches approlcinurcl)" I' percent; there seems to be 
2 cririo l point at which drainage opacity drops off very sharply and then gnd. 
ually fo ches 2 minimum value. For the average or slightly compaCt subsoil, 
there is a steady decrC'asc in dr2inage o p1City with incrosing d ay content up to 
2' percent. In the compact subsoils, drainage capacity decreases very sharply with 
a small increase in clay content, after ..... hich there is a gradual decrease to a 
minimum value. The drainage capacity Vlllues from the curves fOf various sub-
soil teXtures are given in Tabk 10. Since the lowest value for a combination of 
texture and consistence is 1, the whole nnge of values nuy be used as indices 
of consistence wi thout further modification. 
It wil! be noted that no values are Biven for sand and loamy sand; this is 
intentional since it was felt that theS( soils would rarely have a consistence in 
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TABLE 10 - DRAINAGE CAPACITY BY TEXTURE AND CONSISTENCE 
ConsltlterlCe 
Textun Friable Averqe Compaet 
5aDdy loam 
" " " "'~ " " • SUt loam 30 
" • Sandy () L~ loam 
" • 
2 
CI~ loam U , , 
SUty ()L~ loam 
" • 
, 
C>" 
" 
, , 
which aeration would be a limiting factOl" in (fee growth. Such subsoils ..... ould 
be rated at the muimum value. 
A refinement of the method given abo,·e is possible by using a different ap-
proach to the data of Broadfoot and Burke (19'8). Instead of using the il\'ttI;ge 
drainage capacity for textural groups, the actual drainage capacity for each soil 
texture can be used as the basis for deriving a racing for consistence. The mean 
drainage capadty for cach textural clan can be used for the "average" con· 
sistence while the mean plus and minus the class standard deviation can be used 
for the "friable" and "compaer" classes, respectively. 
A comparison between the values obtained by the tWO methods shows a 
maximum difference in the ratings of twO unitS, occurring both the eompiCt 
sandy loam and the: a,·erage silt loam. The ratings for oonsisrence which will be 
used in the stadsrical analyses are those derived by the fim method. 
Analysis of Data 
The appropriate rating was given to each inde:pendem variable according to 
the qualitadve dC$Criprion or the quantitative measurement obtained in the field . 
As an example, a sample s[2f}d selected at random from the 309 stands measured 
was given ratings as follows: 
Stand 14, .A.,.~a 3-Sitt Indtx 50 
Topographic location-main ridge 
Texture of B horizon-silt loam 
Stone content of B horizon 
Slope po.sition-ridge 
Texture consistence-friable silt loam 
Total bring 
Rftting 
2() 
, 
8 
1 
30 
" 
To test the correlation of the variables with sire index, a multiple tC:gres-
sion analysis is required, not only for the five inde:pendenr variables taken to-
gether bur also in vuious combinations of the five. 
" 
M1SSOUIl J"GRICliLTIJRAL ExPERIWElo.'T STATIO!" 
Designating the dependent variable as 00, and the independent vuiablC$ :1.$ 
1,2, 3, 4, and ,. respectively, the possible rcgrc$$ions of the five variables are: 
00- 1 
00-1 2 
00-123 
00-1234 
00-1234' 
00-1 3 
00-1 3-4 
00-134' 
00-\ " 
OO-14~ 
00- 1 ~ 
00-1 2-4 
00-124' 
00-12' 
00-1235 
00-' 
00-23 
00-2 3 " 
00-2345 
00-24 
00-2 4 , 
00-2 , 
00-2 3 , 
00-3 
00-3 -4 
00-34' 
00-3 , 
00-' 
00-4 , 
00-' 
The three geographic .feu representing different geological histories are de· 
scribed in the Introduction; it is desinble to keep them sc:p.ntc in the anlll)'$;5. 
Only after the ara analyses 3rt com plettd ""ill all stands be grouped co deter· 
mine the S{1{isrial dfecr of [he five variables on site index of shonic-af pine in 
Miuouri. 
Finally, since euh of 1he in.kpcndcm variables has been I'll.[ed according TO 
its effect on soil moisture availability or on soil aention, [he sum of the I'lI.tings 
for ~(h stand is ~ n expression of the influence of the site &.Ctors on site inde~. 
This procedure involves the summ:l!ion of the individuall'll.tings for each stand 
and of obtaining a simple regresSion analysis between tot:\l nting and site index. 
/IIalbill' COmpu14ti(Jn Df /lllIltipl, R'grtssiOll AI/alysis. The statistical aJl21ysis 
of the dat~ .... as ouied OUI by the IBM 6')0 installation of the oomputtt (enter 
at Syncuse Universicy. Tht computation of the 120 multiple regtessions-30 for 
eu;h geographic :U~ and 30 for Ihe combined data-plus the simpk regression 
of tOf:li raling on site index. took I total of 9 hours and 12 minutes. 
The following data Ire printed on the IBM 6~O r~d.out sheets: 
a. M~ns of the dependent and independent variables. 
b. Stlndard deviation of the dependent and independent variables. 
c. Sum of the observed values of rhe dependent and independent V2riables. 
d. Correlation codficient (r) for each independent vatiable .... ith the de-
pendent. 
e. RegfC'Ssion coefficients (b) for rhe independent V1lriab!cs. 
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f. Partial correlation coefficicnrs of Cjlch independent variable while all others 
are held at their mean values. 
g. Unbiased standard error of the regression coefficient. 
h. Correlation coefficients between independeor variables; i.e., the lorenc-
tion coefficients. 
i. The 'a' term in the multiple regression equation 
Y = a + b, X, + .... b.X •. 
j. The multiple correbtion coefficient ( R ) of the independent variables taken 
rogether. 
RESULTS 
Estimating Site Index by Single Independent Variables 
Since each of the five independent variables is associated with site index, it 
is of interest to examine the data !O determine whether rhe independent variables 
are equally as effeaive in estimating site index. Not only does imerest lie in the 
effectiveness of the five independent variables for each study area but also in the 
combined area which takes into account the whole of the shonkaf pine area in 
Missouri. 
Table 11 shows the correlation coefficients, the coefficients of determination, 
and the standard errors of the dependent vuiabk for each of the independc:m 
variables by study ueaand for the data combined. The complete statistical re-
sults are given in the Appendix as Tables 19, 20, 21, and 22. 
Estimating Site I ndex by Means of Topognphic Factors o r Soil h etors. 
In this stud)·, there arc twO topographic bctors-slope and aspect (X,) and 
slope position (X.)-which have been used to estimate site index. 
In contftit to the topogf:l.phic facrors is the estimace of site index lUing soil 
charuter:istics. such as texture (X?), stone contem(X,), and consistence (X.). An 
esdmate using soil factors alone involves observation and mCjlsuremc:ms aken 
in a soil pit lnd is therefore not as easily obtained as one using topographic 
factors. 
Table 12 gives the statistical results for comparing these twO groups of in· 
dependent \"lriables. 
Perhaps a more realistic approlCh would be to compare the datl for the 
topographic fa.crors againsr any combination oj two Joit JIM/on. The d:.lta show tru..t 
e~ch of the independent variables is positively correlated with site index; it is 
likely, rherefore, that the multiple correlation coefficient will be of a higher 
value for three soil factors than for two topographiC faCtors. Table 13 gives the 
results of this comparison. 
Estimating Site Index Using all Five Iodependeot Variables 
A5 pointed OUt in the section above, e~ch of the independent variables is 
posrively correbted witb site index. The numerical value of the multiple cor· 
rel~tion coefficient will depend, to some extent, upon the individual correlation 
::. 
'rABL~; 11 - COMPARISON DETWEt:N SINGL E INDEPEND};N'r VAlUAB LES 
IN Jo:8'r1MA1'ING SIT E INDEX BY STUOY AREA :<: 
Independent Correil.tlon Coefficient CoclUcll!llt of Determination Stand. Error of DcpeD:Ieotl. ~ 
Variable Area 1 A ...... 2 Area 3 COmbined Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Combined Ar .... 1 Area:Z Area 3 Combined 
" > Slope and 0 
• Aapeet (Xt) . :ZOg ' .S90" . 5ZOH . 486" .040 .". • 270 
.'" 
:05.62 .5. 12 "' •• 00 ,0,5.44 8 
Textul'l) of ~ B 110 1' . (X:z) . 563'" .051 " .571" . 568" .316 .. " .333 .323 "'4. 75 *4 .77 :ta . S2 ±5. 11l ~ 
stone Content 
" 
ofB(X 3) .016 .505" • 230 .242tt .005 . 255 .053 .'53 15.73 :1:.5 .43 :1:4.56 :1.6.02 [ 
Slope ~I- • 
tion (X,.) .441" .607" .431" .'122" . 195 .368 .". .178 .5.16 "">.00 . 4.23 .05.82 • , 
ConSistence ~ 
(X,) . 132 .669" .354'* . 38S" .017 . 44 7 . 1 2~ • 150 s f> . 70 .4.G7 :04 . 38 "5.72 
.. 
~ 
~ 
a In ~l le Index units. Arca 1 - Granite 1IU1, g 
• UenotOll 8lgnlfic.ance at the Ii percent level. Arca 2 - Oregon County Z 
.. Denote, s ignificance at th ... 1 percenl level. Area 3 - Dent County 
&""Y 
. C~ 
, 
, 
, 
Comb. 
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TABLE 12 - COMPARISON BETWEEN TOPOGRAPHIC FACTORS AND SOIL 
FACTORS IN ESTIMATING SITE INDEX BY STUDY AREA 
Multiple Coeff1clent 
...,"" 
Correl&tlon 
" 
Error of 
Coet!1c lent Determination ~ent.£l 
X X .7 
, .- X2X3X ;p.! X1X 4!! X2X:;XS!if XIX 4!! x 2 XSXSI.!/ 
. 478'· .71 3'· .228 .508 "'5. OS ~ . OS 
. 692" . 85S·· .'118 . 127 ... ~ .. 3.31 
.5115·' .685" . ,~ 
." . .. S.78 .. 3. 44 
.567" . 737" • 321 
.'" "'5.12 «.20 
~/ ~ - Slope and Aspect, X4 - Slope Position. 
~ X2 - Te><ture, X3 - Stane content, Xs - Consistence . 
~ lD s ite index ""'14. 
•• Denotes slgn1l1cance at the 1 percent level. 
TABLE 13 _ COMP ARISON OF STATiSTICS BE'l'WEEN TOPOGRAPHIC 
FACTORS AND AHY COMBINATION OF TWO SOIL 
FACTORS BY STUDY AREA 
Ilidepenaent varlib!"" 
'"U 
Study.rea 
Gran.lte 
HUI. .) . 478" . ,~ .564" · 318 
Oregon 
County (2) • 692 · ' .478 • 704" . 493 
0.." 
County(3) . 59S·· . 357 . 58e·· 
· '" 
Combined .567" . 323 . 571" · 326 
• • Denotes slgnUicance It the 1 percent level. 
":t - slOpe and aspect. 
X2 - t exture of the B horU;on . 
Xs - s tone content of the B horiZon. 
x.a - e lope position . 
X5 - coD.!li.otenc:e of the B hor izon. 
X2X S X3% 
. 707·' . 502 . 183 
. 845"* .714 . 737*" 
. 667" . ~ .465" 
. 734** • 538 . 475" 
. 033 
. 535 
.208 
." . 
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coefficients ~nd on the degree of inu:nction between them. If interaction be-
tween ~ny tWO variables is a significant value, the combined multiple correla-
tion coefficient '\I,<ill be a lower value than if thete were no intenction. A sig. 
nificant intenction between twO variables indicates that the twO are not inde· 
pendent of each other and that any simple effect is dependent upon the value of 
the other variable. Table 14 gives the inTeraction coefficients for each combina· 
tion of the five independent variables for each STudy area and for the combined 
areas. 
TABLE 14 _ NrERACTJON COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN VARIABLES FOR 
EACH STUDY AREA AND FOR THE COMBINED AREAS 
Combination 01 StMy Area 
Var iables , , 3 Combined 
V, .195 . 272"* .202· .210" 
V, -.116 • 241 ~ .240· . 117· 
V, .055 .471" .298*"' . 214"* 
V, .160 .403'· .295" .300" 
x,x, .189 . 3990. .228" .334h 
x,x, .442** .3660. .317*- .364** 
x,x, -. 444" .222· .035 - .129" 
x,x, . 258" . 310" .183 .215" 
x,x, -.332" • 331f"* -.153 -.078 
x4XS -.121 • 333*- .09' .'" 
• - InteractiOIl 8l,gDificant at the 5 percent level. 
•• - Interaetlon sIgn1flcant at the 1 percent level. 
Area 1 - GrBnlte Hill •• 
Area 2 - Oregon COWlty. 
Area 3 - Dellt County. 
The data for estimating siTe index by use of the five independent' v:tri~bles 
is given in n.ble l~. 
Estim:.l.ting Site Index by the Cumulative Ton i of the Independent 
Variables 
The independent v:ariab1es taken singly or in various combinations provide 
a measure for the estimation of site index; the precision and reli~bility of the 
'In y;"" of th. inttn<tion rodl;d."" H,,«I in Tabl. \4,' better te<m fo< the .. ,ilbl" ...",Id b<: "inte<de-
pendent". Provicling <h. dis<inetion i, lCCOfInited, <he former tam -if'l<lependen(' ... JI <ontinu. to IX U><d_ 
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TABLE 15 - STATISTICAL DATA FOR THE ESTIMATION OF SITE INDEX 
USING FrvE INDEPENDENT VARiABLES BY STUDY AREA 
Study Area 
, 
, 
, 
Combined 
aIn alta index units. 
Multiple 
Correla.tlon 
COtlf1elent 
Xl~X,X,X5 
• 73G" 
• 9Gl •• 
.763" 
.779" 
" Denotes .lgn1licanea at th, 1 peroent level . 
Coefficient Stutdarda 
'f Error of 
~termlnatlon Depelldent 
"t X2X,X,XS XlX2x,x,XS 
. '" *,.G2 .... .. 2.71 
.,,' d.G8 
• 6G7 .. 3.91 
estimate depend upon the value of the indlvldu~1 eorrebdon coefficients or, in 
the case of (wo or more vari,blcs, the multiple correl.uion coefficient. 
If the No tings given to each of rhe five independent variables were added. 
and the toul were used as an independent variable, the prediction of Site Indo 
would be less complicated m1thematiolly. There \\'ould be only one independent 
variable (total Noting) to form a regression equation nther than five, each with 
its own regression coefficient. 
The data using the cumulative total as a single independent variable are 
given In Table 16. 
TABLE 16 - stATISTICAL DATA FOR THE ESTIMATION OF SITE INDEX 
USINO THE CUMULATrvE TOTAL RATINO AS A SINGLE 
INDEPENDENT VARiABLE, BY STUDY AREA 
1!/ 
x.. 63. 39Hl. 21 
• 39.'5 
"'" 
• 2Gl". 049 
" 
.. 5.2s!!1 
, 
.3906'· 
" 
.157 
!/ Granite Hill$. 
!Y Oreson County. 
y 
Dent County. 
,y ,,; Combined 
65.22.&14.51 67. 71*lG. 62 65.37 .. 12.91 
29.9Ei '0.37 31.02 
• 35&>. 023 .267*.032 • S62,.. 022 
"'3 .46 ,.3.66 d.lG 
.835·' . 623** .676'· 
.'" 
. 38S .457 
!!/ In site index units. 
•• DenotU .tp.UlcllDCe at the 1 p<!!r.:ent level. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The ev:I.lu:.uion of the five independent variables was obfllined by a rational 
and logical approach to the dfect of C2ch v,J.riable on soL! moisture av:zibhility, 
The framework upon which this study is built is rhlt soil moisture is a limiting 
&.ctor in the growth of shortle2f pine in Missouri. Consequendy, the variables 
chosen to represent ,'arious facets of soil moisrore 1V2i1ability should (1) be 
signifie:mdy correi1tec\ with the dependen t variable which is 10 be: estim:aed and 
(2) be: able co account (or a reasonable percentage of the toul vuiance of the 
dependent \"Ui:able. 
The growth processes of a tr« arc very complex and it is doubtful whether 
all factors responsible for affe<ting growth could (vcr be measured. This being 
the (a$(, invest igators choose some sm:zll number o f variables and Study their 
individU11 or combined effects on the dependent variable in the hopes that each 
variable will fulfill rhe twO conditions presented above. 
Rather than offer a deniled discussion of the results, an attempt will be 
Jrulde to: 
1. Expbin non·significant correbtion of independent variables where they occur. 
2. E~luate the m~hod which has been proposed and developed as to its theore-
rical and practical applicltion to site index estimates. 
Before explaining non-significance of some of the independent variables, a 
distinction must be made at the outset between JlllliJtkat Jigllific.:na and 11Ut:I~ 
illg[ullllJl in interpret ing the results. The absolute value of a statistically sig. 
nific:mr correlation decreases as sample size incr=s. rf the percentage reduction 
in rotal variance of the dependent variable is slTUll, I.e., 'r ' is small though statis· 
tically significant, the correlation may be use less (rom a practio l standpoint. 
T hus , quite a number of rhe correlation coefficients in the t'ables presented in 
this paper ue significant at the' per<:ent or the 1 percent level. yet the reduc· 
tion in total variance is in the o rder of only" percent to 10 percent, bec::ausc the 
sample sile ~ luge for each study area. n.e distinction is even grea ter for the 
combined area for which N = 309. 
Non-significant Correlation of Independent Variables 
Two criteria were offered for the selection of independent variables. If these 
criteria are not met, Certain implications may be derived: 
I. The dissoci:.l.tion between the independent and dependent variables is, in fact, 
(:21. 
2. The evaharion of an independent variable does not reftect its true relationship 
to the dependent variable. In o thet words, the hypothesis of no <:orrelation is 
accepted when it should be rejected. In sratisrio.l terms, this is classed as a 
T ype II error. 
3. Field observation and measurement of the dependent and independent varia· 
bles may contain syStematic as well as random enors whi<:h tend to mask the 
correlation between the dependen t and independent variables. 
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4. The original frame of reference may be erroneous. In the present study, soil 
moisrore availabili ty is assumed to be the limiting facro r in the gro\\;rh of 
shortleaf pine in Missouri. The selection and evaluation of the independent 
vuiables were based on this premise. 
The statistical significance of the correlation coefficients of some of the in-
dependent variables wi th the dependent, and the high percentage of tOtal vari-
ance accoumed for by individual and combinations of some independent varia-
bles, makes one believe that the original frame of reference is correct. That is, 
thar soil moisture availability is actually a limiting fictor in growth of shorrleaf 
pine in Missouri as measured by SOml of rhe independent variables and by the 
combination of all of them. 
Non_Significance of Stone Content 
Table 11 shows that scone coment (X3 ) is not significan tly correlated with 
site index in Study Area 1 (Gr:mite Hills) or in Srody Area 3 (Dent Counry), even 
though an investigadon showed tha t scone COntent ..... as an inverse function of 
moisture-holding capacity of the soil. Evidently, some error has been introduced 
il"llo the conversion of stone content co soil moisture availability, or the field ob-
servuion of stone Content has not been inconsistent. Another possibility is th:n 
there is some feature of the tWO sudy areas which is not present in the third, 
",here the correlation is significant at the 1 percent level. 
The field observation of stone content was accomplished as objectively as 
possible but thete rcmains some mugin for error when a haoc is mim4uri 
r:lI!her than 11UilJllmJ. An estimate of Stone content becomes a mattcr of judge-
mem on the pan: of the field observer who may be biased consistently high or 
low. Systeltllllic errors in field observation may be pan:ly responsible for the lack 
of significant correbtion, but to what extent, it is not known. 
There remains the question of differences between study areas to accow"lt 
for the lack of correlation and co determine whether there is a special fea= in 
one Of both areas which may be responsible. 
Study Are:a 1 (Gnnite Hills) is a very complex area geologically. It is felt 
thar the hck of eorrei1tion between Stone coment and si te index is a result of 
the soils found in the area. This is particuhrly true of the coarse, sandy soils 
derived from the Lamotte s1ndstone formHion and cerrain phases of the Ashe 
series derived from grani te. A coarse, sandy soil has a low moisrurc-holding 
capacity and rapid drainage; on this basis, (he expected si te index would be less 
IMn for the fincr-texrurcd soils. On the Lamotte soils, the stone content is low 
simply because the original format ion from which the soil was derived, is a 
rather pure sandstone. Thus the t::lting given to such a soil on the basis of stone 
coment would be a maximum; however, dle rating of soil texture would be 
somewhat less than maximum. In this instance, the site index is influenced more: 
by texture than by stone contenc. An examination or the original dala sho'1lo'S 
that 23 of the 93 plots taken in Srudy Area 1 occur on Ihe Lamoue sandy loam 
and on the lighter phases of the Ashe series. 
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In genCI~l, the plOTS occurring on the Hagerstown series, which is also 
stone·free, have site indices approximately 6vc units higher than those on the 
Lamotte and Ashe series. Thus, the re:oson for the low correblion of stone con· 
tent with site index in this lrea is nOl ;;mriburabJe 10 the bas;c method of 
evaluating stone content but to the peculiarity of some of the soils. This points 
to a fundamental conside~tion ",'hich must be taken into account in soil·site in-
vestigations. IT is that the 5:lmc independent variables cannot be used ",ilh equi! 
effeaiveness in areas where the soils are radically different. 
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Fig. 10 -Relationship be tween s ile index a nd consistence ra ting for twa sails 
in the Grani te Hills a rea. 
Study Area , (Dent COUnty) llso sho",ed 1 I:u:k of signifiC":l.nt correluion 
between stone content and site index. In this case. the correlation coefficienT W;I.S 
JUSt below that requited for the 5 percent level of signifiC":l.nce. The soil re-
sponSible for the lowering of the correbtion coefficient is the kb1non silt loam. 
The kb:inon soil occupies the ridges and is 1 loessi11 soil which is geologic11ly 
old (Miller 1nd Krusekopf 1919). The absence of stones results In a maximwn 
ruing for stone content, but the soil is very thin 1nd has developed a pan layer 
approximately 18 inches below the surface. The growth of shorde1f pine stands 
on the ridges is influenced more by the shallowness of the soil than the fact that 
the soil is stone-free. Of the 112 plots taken in the area. 21 are situated on main 
or spur ridges where the soil was classified as kb:inon silt loam. The significant 
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correlation of slope position as an independent vHiable in Dent County is 
testimony that the inBuence of soil depth on site index is grtiter than that of 
stone content. A solution to the determinarion of the re:1l inBuence of stone 
content on site index could possibly be accomplished by calculating a separ.ite 
correlation analysis of euh indep<:ndenr variable with site index for each .soil 
typ<: found in the smdy area. This would entail a greater intensitr of field sam· 
piing than was OIrried out in this survey. 
Differences in Correlation Coefficients for Consistence by Srudy Area 
In Study Area 1 (Gnnite Hills), the correi2tion of consistence with site in-
dex was 0.132, whereas in Study Area 2 (Oregon COUnty) and Study Area 3 
(Dent County), the correlations v .. ere 0.669 and 0.354 respectively, both of which 
were significant at the 1 percent level. 
Is there an explainable difference between the soils in the first area and 
those in the other two which will account for the lack of correlation in the one 
and significant correiation in the other two? 
One possible explanation is that there are at least six different soil types in 
the Gnnite Hills region; Krusekopf of the soil department of the University of 
Missouri recognizes eighr soil types. Of the six which were recognized in this 
study, twO differ markedl)" in their origin, texmre. structure, and dninage Clpad-
ties; these are the Hagerstown silty clay and the Lamorte sandy loam. 
The Hagerstown soil is a stone-free, silty day to cia)· soil with good mois-
ture-holding capacity. The subsoil is generally slighdy compact· and drairul.ge is 
considered adequate. On the basis of drainage opacity, the rating for the Hagers-
town soil ranges from five to ten, with an occasion:.l.l rating of 16. On the Other 
hand, the L2motte soil has a loose, open sandy loam subsoil in which the drain-
age rna)· be cbssed as free. Because the consistence of the subsoil is friable co 
slightly compact, the rating of the Lamorre soil ranges from the maximum al-
lo.;.nble (38) to 24. 
Site indices for these tWO soil typ<:s do not follow the trend by the other 
soils in the 1fea.. T he Hagerstown soil is chat:I.Cteri ~ed by relatively high, and 
the LamOtte by low site indices. When site index is plotted on consistence, the 
rebtionship appears linear with a. negative slope as shown in Figure to. This re-
versal of trend is pardy responsible for the lack of correlation between con-
sistence and site index ~;hen all plots in Study Are1 1 are taken into account. 
Other fa((ors may aho be panly responsible; they are: 
1. J udgement errors in the field classification of texture. 
2. Inability fO cbssify consistence classes with sufficient accuracy in the field. 
These two f.l.ctors may be due to lack of experience on the pan of the field 0b-
server since Study Area. 1 W:&.S the first area covered in this survey. 
As mentioned in the discussion of stone content, where the soils are numer-
ous and complex, a. greater intensity of field sampling might reduce the error of 
estimate for the total sample. In 1ddition, it would establish the relationship of 
consistence to site index for each soil ryp<: and show to which soil the evaluation 
of consistence would be applicable. 
" 
MiSSOUR.! .... GRICULTURAl E XPI!RIMIlNT STATlO:-l 
D iscll.Ssion of the Merhod 
Theoretic:.dly. the method of ~luating soil moisture avaibbility as delined 
by the independent variables is sound. The stlriSliC2J signifiOlnce of the independ. 
ent variables tlken singly or in combination illustrates th:n soil moisture avail-
ability is corrdared with si te index. The exceptions to the stltement have:alrc2dy 
been discussed. 
The variation in the multiple corrdadon coefficients between trudy lrClS is 
caused. by differences in the gcologiatl his[Ory of each area. In lm Uta where me 
(opograph)" has resulted in 1 rdatively uniform diStribution of soils, such as in 
Oregon County, the factors chosen to represent soil moisture availability arc 
well correlated with si te index. Conversely, in uc:l$ where the distribution of 
soils does not follow :I. uniform p:mern, the combined effect of the five inde-
pendent v2riables results in a lower multiple correlation coeflicient. The intenc-
don between rhe independent variables (Table 14) suggests that a higher correb-
tion could be 1Chieved if independent variables were chosen which did not ex-
hibit signincant interaction. It would be desinble to select truly independent 
variables such due the effect of one vuiab!c on si te index would not be modified 
by the value of:l. second variable. 
Statistical Significance does not alWll.ys imply practical applicabilit)·. The de-
g tee of precision in estimating the dependent variable is a function of the cor-
rebrion coefficient and is related to the percent of the total variance accounted 
for by the independent variables(s). In cases where the correlation coefficient is 
in the order of 0.90 or better, more than 80 percent of the roral variance of the 
dependent variable can be accounted fo!. This allows a rC1sonable chance that 
the estimate of the dependent variable will be within acceptable limits of ac-
curacy. The restriction plaeed on the independent V1J:iables is that they be meas-
ured with the same dcgree of accuracy 15 in the basic data which establishC<l the 
correlation. 
Combining the evaluation of the fj"e independent varia.bles to estimate site 
index is a u$Cful practice, although it reSults in a lower correlation coefficient 
than that obtained by mwuring C1ch independent v2riab1e separately and then 
combining thei! total effect. A comfY.trison of the two methods is shown in 
Table 17. 
The reason for the difference between correlation coefficients is that the 
cumulative total docs nOt assign weights to each variable as the individual ap-
proach does. It does nOt allow fo r the fact that a high rating of one variable 
can mask a low tating in another. The cumulative total reduces the reladonship 
with site index to a two-dimensional plane. The standard error of estimate of 
the dependent variable is higher for each study 2rC1 when the cumulative tota.! 
method is used tather than tbe individual method. 
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TABLE 17 - COMPARISON OF STATISTICS OBTArnED BY THE COMBINED 
EVALUATION AND INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION OF VARlABLES 
Combined 
Evaluation 
IndividlUll 
Variables In 
Multiple Re-
gression 
. 396·· .157 
. 730·· .533 
Y Gr anite HUla. 
b/ 
- Oregon County. 
~./ Dent County . 
BY STUDY AREA 
"'-/ 
. 835"· . 696 
.901"· . 812 
•• Denotes significance at the 1 percent level. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Combined 
.623'" . 388 .676" .457 
. 763"" . 582 . 779'" .607 
While it would be highly dcsinble to be able 10 predict site index with ac· 
cuncy and precision by a photo-interpretation technique, it is evident from the 
results of this study that such a goal C:l.nnot be achieved ~;ithin the are25 studio:!.. 
Even the addition of three soil factors does nOl completely resolve the problon. 
However, some very imporunt and interesting observations and conclusions can 
be re2ched. They are: 
1. The lhree are2S are not parts of the same population but constitute three dis-
tina site populations as a result of differences in geology and stand history. 
2. In an are2 having soils which are closely related, the correlation between the 
independent variables, singly or combined, is not only suriHicaily significant 
but meaningful. 
3. Srone content and subsoil consistence are not statisticaily signifiC:l.nt where 
one or more soils differ radically from the average soil for rhe area. 
4. Grearer sampling intensity is required in areas containing a complex of soil 
typ¢! in order to obtllin a regression of .he independent variables on site in-
dex for each soil type. 
~. Estinutes of site index from topognphic factors alone can be useful in estab-
lishing broad site classes, but the correlation is n01 sufficiently high to inspire 
a high degree of confidence in the mel hod. 
MISSOUItI A GItICULTUItAL ExPEItIMENT STATION 
6. The iru.biliry to obQin multiple correlation coefficients of approximately the 
same magnitude for the three geographic areas demonstrates that it is not al-
ways possible to fit a m:l!hema(ical expression to a biological complex. 
7. W~ sample siu is large (100 or more), the corrilirion coefficient neo:! nO!: 
be :l latge Vllue in ocder to be: significant. This point is often ove:rlookcrl in 
the incapceration of statistical data. 
8. The ranking of the inde:pendem variables is nOt the same in each study :uc:a. 
9. The accuracy and precision of si te index estimates using all five: independent 
variables will vuy considc:nbly de:pending upon the complexity of the: (opo-
graphic and soil factors in the uea (0 which they are applied. 
The results indicate that the: independent variable:s are not eqU2l1y as effec-
tive in estim:lting site inde:x in all three aren. Differences in soils within the: 
Granite H ills:uea result in a rdatively low multiple correlation (0.730); if the 
soil t ype is more uniform, such as in Oregon Count)' , the multiple correlation 
coefficient is high (0.901 ). Individually, the independent variables showed wide 
variation in correlation coefficients between areas. Stone coment was nor sig-
nificantly correlated with site index in the Granite: H ills area nor in Dent Collo-
ry. Subsoil consistence did not h:lve a significam correlation in Study Area l. 
Reasons for the lack of corrd:ltion were proposed; in the case of stone con-
tene, the soil rypes thought re:sponsible were the: Lamorre S:lndy loam in the: 
Granite: H ills and the: l.c:banon silt loam in Dent Couney. T he: Lamorre and 
HagerstOwn soils in Study Area 1 resulred in a ne:gative regression of site index 
on coruistence. In all three areas, estimating sire inde:x by the twO topographic 
tietors did nOt result in as high :l correlation coefficiene with site index as that 
obtained by the three soil factors. All five independem variables showed a posi-
tive: corrc:lation with the dependent variable which was site index. 
Summing the V1.1uc:s for cach variable and using the cumulative: toral as :l 
single: independe:nt variable resulted in corrc:iation coefficients which were: Sl2.tis-
tica!ly significanr for each area and for the combined areas. The: v:llues of the 
correlation codfcients were lower than those obtained by :l multiple regression 
:lru.l)·sis of the five indc:pendenr variables. Sire: inde:x predictions using the cwnu-
b.tive: total arc: not as precise as those which arc: predicted by the weighted value 
of each independent variable. 
The result$ show, thu, in ge:neral, soil moisture is a limiting hctor in the: 
growrh of shordeaf pine in Missouri where site index is :In expression of soil 
moisrure avail:lbility as measured and evaluated. by the twO topognphic and 
three soil facrot$. 
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TABLE 18 - CLASSIFICATION OF SOIL SERIES ON OZARK BORDER 
AREAS AND SOUTHEAST OZARKS 
1. Soils stone-free 
Soils derived from loess deposit8. mantle 
thin . subsoil usually has a pan. color light gray, 
On broad flat ridges and plateaus. 
2. Soils not stone-free 
,. , Sub soil color red or reddish brown 
2.1.1 Very few stones or chertparUclcs 
2.1. 2 
2 . 2.2 
2.1.2.2 Sub soil color red 
2.1.2.2.1 Surface rock 
rusty chert 
2.2.1.2 
2.2.2.2 
2. 1. 2.2.2 Surface rock 
quartz 
Sub soil color brown 
Sub soil color yellowish gray 
numerous stonea 
yellow 
2.2.2.2.2 Sub so il color 
brown 
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